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General philosophy of the formation2

Main goals of the apprenticeship:

- to articulate in a dynamic maner scholar knowledge and practical experience in 
the planning field,

- to allow students’ autonomisation and responsabilisation by offering them a 
professional experience on a long term (12 months for apprenticeship, 8 months 
for a training experience),

- to adapt constantly teaching to professional realities,

- to facilitate professional insertion of students.

Professionnalisation



General datas on the planning masters3

Two masters degrees:

- Master 2 “Urbanisme et Projet Urbain” (planning and urban design)
- 68 students (35 apprentices, 12 lifelong learners, 21 internships)
- 10 years experiences in apprenticeship, over 20 years for lifelong learners

- Master 2 “Urbanisme, Habitat et Coopération Internationale” (planning, 
housing and international cooperation)

- 30 students (20 internships and 10 apprentices)
- 3 years experiences in apprenticeship

- A professional partner (Formasup) issued from the unions and the 
Chamber of Trades and Industries



General philosophy of the formation
Professionnalisation
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Weekly alternance  between studying and working

100% students with a wage or a retributed internship

75% of hours given by professional or teachers having a liberal 
activity

35% of hours given by OPQU members (qualified planners)

A Professional thesis instead of a master thesis

A permanent care for evaluation



Degree’s content
Modes of teaching
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Several types of teaching:

1. Planning workshop (in groups with a 

“command”, project based teaching)

2. Theoritical lecture (in amphitheater)

3. Practical lecture or experience feedback by 

a professional (in amphitheater)

4. Practical case study (in groups on a given 

subject)

5. Professional master thesis (in the structure 

with one professional and one university 

masters)

6. Field trip (to be confirmed…)



Professionnalisation
Calendar of sessions
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Example of a session7

1. Thematised sessions based on lecture and practical case studies (grey) 

2. Intensive workshop session with a “professional command” (green)

3. Option modules on technical subjects (orange)

4. Methodology of the professional thesis (beige)

5. Session evaluation with students (blue)



Professionnalisation
A majority of teachers coming from the profession8

Local authorities,

Planning public agencies,

Private agencies in planning, architecture, environment, ecology, 
ingeneering, etc.

Housing Estate Corporation, private and public,

NGO consultancy in architecture, landscape, risks, etc.

… or university teachers havings a professionnal practice in 
architecture, planning, sociology, heritage, etc.



Professionnalisation
A permanent evaluation of the diploma9

Four types of return

1. From the structures having a student  (one or two compulsory visits of the 

referent teacher and a personnal evaluation of the student at the end of the 

term), approx. 2 hours encounter

2. From the professional unions’agency Formasup (a yearly return directly from 

each apprentice) C.f. following page

3. By a session per session collective debriefing (students and teachers), 

approx. 45 min/week

4. By a final collective evaluation (June, half a day)

In return, an ever evolving formation.

Some recents changes:
- from one to three workshop sessions,
- introduction of a course on taking into account accessibility in planning,
- a field trip abroad, etc.



La professionnalisation
Evaluation by Formasup and former students
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Last partial datas from the 2009 promotion, survey made 5 months after the degree : in 
employement (57%), doing a thesis or another degree (14%), searching for a job 
(23%), no job research (6%).



Conclusion
Richness and weakness
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Apprenticeship and life long learning is essential for us:
- it raises the money needed to better the teaching (more hours, more workshops, 
more field trips and a better taking care of external teachers),
- It raises money to pay directly two technicians out of eight (library and scolarity), 
- It put us deeply in touch with the profession and give us credibility,
- It helps us to built a professional network of partners and former students.

Apprenticeship and life long learning carry some risks:
-we are over-dependent on its funding,
- we tend to form “too good technicians” (know how instead of know why),
- University does not recognise its implications
- the French companies have their word to say… (uneasy to develop it on international 
level and sanction of unemployment rate)



Evaluation of the master
Point of view of a city council12

Marie, Ville de Saint-Egrève, April  2010 (extract from the municipality journal)


